




The event consisted of six different stages, each of 
which forced teams to operate outside of their 
comfort zone and tested their ability to work 
effectively as a team in extremely challenging 
circumstances. 
 
The course is designed to test teams’ ability to 
strategise, communicate, think on their feet and 
work together as a cohesive unit whether it be to 
reach a designated check point or solve a puzzle.   
 
We believe these skills are all essential for peak 
performance in the workplace and we pride the 
UK Challenge on its ability to facilitate an 
improvement of these skills. Please read on to 
find out exactly what your team have been up 
to... 
 
Jon Hazan, Course Director 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Discipline: RUNNING 
 

 
A ‘Fastest to Finish’ stage, teams were required to visit locations around the course collecting image fragments in 
order to complete a series of image puzzles. Teams had to correctly complete at least 2 images before finishing. 
Substitutes (1 per team) formed collaboration teams with other companies. 
 

SPECIFIC SKILLS TESTED AND DEVELOPED 
Teams were introduced to the idea of splitting into pairs, time management and contingency planning which 
instantly tested them in communication, attention to detail and observation.  
 

“GOING TO PIECES” Thursday 20th June – 21:45 to 23:15 



Disciplines: RUNNING, CANOEING 
 
Teams had to ‘locate and seize’ a minimum of 2 spies by dividing into a run pair and a canoe pair to visit a 
number of Intelligence Points in the quickest time possible.  At each Intelligence Point, teams collected 
information detailing part of a 6 figure grid reference which, when put together revealed the spies’ location. To 
gain extra time, teams had to visit additional bonus points in a specific sequence in pairs or in fours. 
 
SPECIFIC SKILLS TESTED AND DEVELOPED 
Stage 2 reinforced the key principles from Stage 1 with the addition of realistic planning, objective setting and 
understanding the capabilities of your own team. 

“Minimal Intelligen5e” Friday 21st June - 09:00 to 11:30 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Disciplines: CYCLING, RUNNING 
 
In this ‘Set Time’ stage teams had to earn as much bonus time as possible by building a racing team and entering races 
to gain championship points. Teams had to purchase drivers, mechanics, R&D, diesel, tyres as well as test their vehicles 
by reaching certain points. Their success in accumulating these would determine their final race position. Teams were 
briefed minutes before the start of the stage that they must first visit Race Registration Points to register for each race 
they wished to participate in with penalties awarded if you did not take part in each race you registered for at the 
correct time during the stage.   

 
SPECIFIC SKILLS TESTED AND DEVELOPED 
Due to the stage time stage 3 required a greater level of strategic thinking in terms of planning and estimation than 
previous stages. With the last minute change in mission objective teams were also significantly tested in change 
management and the ability to quickly react to new circumstances. 

“SUCCESSFUL FORMULA”  
Friday 21st June - 14:00 to 17:00 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Discipline: RUNNING 
 
In this ‘Set Time’ running stage, teams were taken back to the 1920’s Prohibition era in Chicago. Teams, acting as 
gangsters, had to ‘transport’ alcohol by visiting Brewery Points, Route Points and Speakeasy Points in a specific 
order with some points accessible as a team of four and some just as a pair. Prior to this, each team appointed 
their Senior Executive to negotiate financial stakes in the breweries to create joint ventures. The gangsters could 
only visit Speakeasy Points at specific times during the stage thus increasing the importance of teams’ strategy, 
planning and decision making. 
 
SPECIFIC SKILLS TESTED AND DEVELOPED 
Mentally and physically, teams were pushed beyond what they previously thought they were capable of.  

“RUM RUNNING”  
Friday 21st June - 22:00 to 01:00 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Discipline: RUNNING 
 
In this ‘Fastest to Finish’ construction stage, teams had to construct a drawbridge that could transport 5 team 
members across an out of bounds area. Only certain items were available but teams could acquire further tools 
by running to check points and solving puzzles. Teams also had so solve a riddle which revealed a precise order 
that the team members must cross their drawbridge. 
 
SPECIFIC SKILLS TESTED AND DEVELOPED 
Stage 5 forced teams to use their brain in a different way, utilising creativity and ‘out of the box’ thinking to 
complete an engineering challenge. At the same time the team dynamic was tested in new ways as teams were 
required to manage conflict resolution and leadership responsibilities whilst tired and under time pressure. 

“TO THE WALLS”  
Saturday 22nd June - 11:00 to 13:00 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Disciplines: RUNNING, CYCLING 
 
In this ‘Fastest to Finish’ running and biking finale, teams had to complete a linear route successfully answering 
questions at ‘border controls’ in the quickest amount of time to allow them to continue their journey. The 
questions featured a range of visual, numerical and logic puzzles. 
 
SPECIFIC SKILLS TESTED AND DEVELOPED 
Stage 6 required teams to problem solve under considerable pressure whilst at the same time having to pull 
together, demonstrate determination and overcome adversity in one final push to the finish line. 

“ALL ABROAD”  
Saturday 22nd June - 14:00 to 16:30 
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UK Challenge 2013 - Event Metrics 

Strategy 

Physical 

Intelligence 

Strategically, the course was designed to introduce key 
skills, reinforce them and then add complexity before 
requiring teams to think differently through the final two 
stages. Similarly, the event was designed to ebb and flow 
in terms of the physical elements – building the 
physicality of the stages up before providing a rest and 
then raising the physical level up again for the final stage. 
The intellectual (problem solving) element of the event 
also rises and falls to contemplate the other two 
disciplines. This is demonstrated by the graph below: 
 
 
 



It brought us 
closer together 
with a better 
understanding of 
each other under 
pressure, JP 

The more 
people work 
as a team, the 
better they 
become,  
DAVID 

My communication 
has improved and I’ve 
learnt planning and 
strategising is an 
essential element, 
JAMES  

A great event, well 
organised and 
something I would 
definitely do again, 
ALLUN 

An excellent weekend with colleagues I don’t usually 
see/speak to in the office. Well worth it, SAM 



97 

23 
The number of  

teams from 
companies 

competing for the 
first time 

68 
The number of 

hours the 
event lasted 

The percentage of 
people who would 

recommend the event 
to a friend 

99.3 

The percentage of 
people who think the 

event will benefit  
them back in the  

workplace 

95 

96 
The percentage of 
participants who 
belief they have 

significantly improved 
in 3 business areas 




